Parts of a mosque diagram

A mosque masjid in Arabic is a place of worship in Islam. Although prayers can be said
privately, either indoors or outdoors, nearly every community of Muslims dedicates a space or
building for congregational prayer. The main architectural components of a mosque are
practical in purpose and provide both continuity and a sense of tradition among Muslims
worldwide. There is a great deal of variation among mosques around the world. Building
materials and design depend on the culture, heritage, and resources of each local Muslim
community. However, there are a number of features that nearly all mosques have in common.
A minaret is a slim tower with balconies or open galleries from which a mosque's muezzin calls
the faithful to prayer five times each day. Minarets are distinctive traditional features of many
mosques, though they vary in height, style, and number. The word minaret derives from the
Arabic word for "lighthouse" or "beacon. Many mosques are decorated with a dome rooftop,
particularly in the Middle East. In some traditions, the dome symbolizes the vault of heaven. The
interior of a dome is usually highly decorated with floral, geometric and other patterns. The
main dome of a mosque usually covers the main prayer hall of the structure. Some mosques
may have secondary domes, as well. Inside, the central area for prayer is called a musalla
literally, "place for prayer". No furniture is needed, as worshippers sit, kneel, and bow directly
on the floor. There may be a few chairs or benches to assist elderly or disabled worshippers
who have difficulty with mobility. Along the walls and pillars of the prayer hall, there are usually
bookshelves to hold copies of the Qur'an, wooden book stands rihal , other religious reading
material, and individual prayer rugs. Beyond this, the prayer hall is otherwise a large, open
space. The mihrab is an ornamental, semi-circular indentation in the wall of the prayer room of a
mosque that marks the direction of the qiblah â€” the direction facing Mecca which Muslims
face during prayer. Mihrabs vary in size and color, but they are usually shaped like a doorway
and decorated with mosaic tiles and calligraphy to make space stand out. The minbar is a raised
platform in the front area of a mosque prayer hall, from which sermons or speeches are given.
The minbar is usually made of carved wood, stone, or brick. It includes a short staircase leading
to the top platform, which is sometimes covered by a small dome. Ablutions ritual washing or
wudu are part of the preparation for Muslim prayer. Sometimes a space for ablutions is set
aside in a restroom or washroom. Alternatively, there may be a fountain-like structure along a
wall or in a courtyard. Running water is available, often with small stools or seats to make it
easier to sit down to wash the feet. The only requirement in Islam is that prayers be performed
in an area that is clean. Rugs and carpets have become a traditional way to ensure the
cleanliness of the place of prayer, and to provide some cushioning on the floor. Traditional
prayer rugs include an arch-shaped symbol at one end. This symbol represents the mihrab and
must point toward Mecca during prayer. In mosques, the prayer area is often covered with large
prayer carpets. Smaller prayer rugs may be stacked on a nearby shelf for individual use. The
shoe shelf is a practical feature of many mosques worldwide. Muslims remove their shoes
before entering a mosque in order to preserve the cleanliness of the prayer space. Rather than
dumping piles of shoes near the door, shelves are strategically placed near mosque entrances
so that visitors can neatly organize, and later find their shoes. Share Flipboard Email. Islam
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to the United Kingdom, the mosque in its many forms is the quintessential Islamic building.
Mosques are also used throughout the week for prayer, study, or simply as a place for rest and
reflection. The style, layout, and decoration of a mosque can tell us a lot about Islam in general,
but also about the period and region in which the mosque was constructed. The home of the
Prophet Muhammad is considered the first mosque. His house, in Medina in modern-day Saudi
Arabia, was a typical 7th-century Arabian style house, with a large courtyard surrounded by
long rooms supported by columns. The architecture of a mosque is shaped most strongly by
the regional traditions of the time and place where it was built. As a result, style, layout, and
decoration can vary greatly. Nevertheless, because of the common function of the mosque as a
place of congregational prayer, certain architectural features appear in mosques all over the
world. The most fundamental necessity of congregational mosque architecture is that it be able
to hold the entire male population of a city or town women are welcome to attend Friday
prayers, but not required to do so. To that end congregational mosques must have a large
prayer hall. Within the courtyard one often finds a fountain, its waters both a welcome respite in
hot lands, and important for the ablutions ritual cleansing done before prayer. Mihrab, Great
Mosque of Cordoba, c. Mecca is the city in which the Prophet Muhammad was born, and the
home of the most important Islamic site, the Kaaba. No matter where a mosque is, its mihrab
indicates the direction of Mecca or as near that direction as science and geography were able to
place it. Minarets take many different formsâ€”from the famous spiral minaret of Samarra, to the
tall, pencil minarets of Ottoman Turkey. Not solely functional in nature, the minaret serves as a
powerful visual reminder of the presence of Islam. While not a ritual requirement like the
mihrab, a dome does possess significance within the mosqueâ€”as a symbolic representation
of the vault of heaven. The interior decoration of a dome often emphasizes this symbolism,
using intricate geometric, stellate, or vegetal motifs to create breathtaking patterns meant to
awe and inspire. In mosques with only a single dome, it is invariably found surmounting the
qibla wall, the holiest section of the mosque. Mosque lamp, 14th century, Egypt or Syria, blown
glass, enamel, gilding, There are other decorative elements common to most mosques. Another
important feature of mosque decoration are hanging lamps, also visible in the photograph of the
Sultan Hasan mosque. Light is an essential feature for mosques, since the first and last daily
prayers occur before the sun rises and after the sun sets. Before electricity, mosques were
illuminated with oil lamps. Although not a permanent part of a mosque building, lamps, along
with other furnishings like carpets, formed a significantâ€”though ephemeralâ€”aspect of
mosque architecture. Mihrab, â€”55, just after the Ilkhanid period, Madrasa Imami, Isfahan, Iran,
polychrome glazed tiles, Most historical mosques are not stand-alone buildings. Many
incorporated charitable institutions like soup kitchens, hospitals, and schools. Some mosque
patrons also chose to include their own mausoleum as part of their mosque complex. The
endowment of charitable institutions is an important aspect of Islamic culture, due in part to the
third pillar of Islam, which calls for Muslims to donate a portion of their income to the poor. The
commissioning of a mosque would be seen as a pious act on the part of a ruler or other wealthy
patron, and the names of patrons are usually included in the calligraphic decoration of
mosques. Such inscriptions also often praise the piety and generosity of the patron. For
instance, the mihrab now at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, bears the inscription:. The
patronage of mosques was not only a charitable act therefore, but also, like architectural
patronage in all cultures, an opportunity for self-promotion. The social services attached the
mosques of the Ottoman sultans are some of the most extensive of their type. The complex also
includes two mausoleums for Sultan Suleyman and his family members. More Smarthistory
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mosques. Weddings are one example. Mosques have rules to control what people do inside.
One of these is that it is disrespectful to disturb another person who is worshipping. Many
mosques are known for their Islamic architecture. The earliest mosques, opened in 7th century
were open-air spaces. They are the Quba Mosque and Masjid al-Nabawi. Later Mosques were
buildings that were specially designed. Nowadays, mosques are in every continent , except
Antarctica. Many mosques are famous works of architecture. They are often built in a style that
has stayed the same for many centuries. Many mosques have prayer halls, domes , and
minarets. They may also have a courtyard. Mosques are often built with patterned walls.
Mosques were first built on the Arabian Peninsula. The Muslims who built them used old
architectural styles. They also combined these styles in new ways. A major influence was the
palaces built during the Parthian and Sassanid dynasties of Persia. The Sarvestan palace from
the Sassanid era is a good example of this. It has an arched entrance and a central dome. These
features already existed in Persia before Islam. After the Arab invasion of Persia, the new style,
with its Sassanid influence, was used for the new Islamic world. Many forms of mosques have
developed in different regions of the Islamic world. Important mosque types include the early
Abbasid mosques, T-type mosques, and the central-dome mosques of Anatolia. In the 20th
century , many countries that grew rich from oil paid for the building of many new mosques.
The rulers of these countries often hired leading architects to design these mosques. They
included non-Muslims. Many early mosques have a square or rectangular plan. They also have a
prayer hall and an enclosed courtyard. This is known as Arab-plan. The first mosques of this
type were built during the Umayyad Dynasty. The flat roof of the prayer hall was supported by
columns. Many rows of columns were needed to support such roofs; this is called " hypostyle
architecture ". It is supported by over columns. In the warm Mediterranean and Middle Eastern
climates , the courtyard served to hold the large number of worshippers during Friday prayers.
Often, hypostyle mosques have outer arcades. They allow the visitors to enjoy the shade.
Arab-plan mosques were built mostly during the Umayyad and Abbasid dynasties. The Arab
plan was very simple, which did not allow for much further development. This caused that style
of mosque to fall out of favour. The Ottomans began building central dome mosques in the
fifteenth century. These mosques have a large dome centered over the prayer hall. There may
also be smaller domes, which are off-center over the prayer hall or the rest of the mosque. This
style was heavily influenced by the Byzantine religious architecture with its use of central
domes. Iwan mosques are famous for their domed rooms and iwans. Iwans are spaces with an
arched roof. They have an opening at one end. One or more iwans face a central courtyard that
serves as the prayer hall. The style borrows from pre-Islamic Iranian architecture. Most
mosques with this style are in Iran. Most mosques have minarets. Minarets are tall towers.
Usually they are at one of the corners of the mosque. The top of the minaret is the highest point
in the mosque, and usually the highest point in the area around the mosque. The first mosques
had no minarets. The most conservative Islamic groups, like Wahhabis , still avoid building
minarets. They see them as simply a fancy decoration and unnecessary. The first minaret was
built in in Basra during the reign of the Umayyad caliph Muawiyah I. Muawiyah encouraged the
building of minarets, as they were supposed to be the same as bell towers on Christian
churches. Because of this, mosque architects used the shape of the bell tower for their
minarets. Both the minaret and the bell tower serve the same purpose â€” to call the faithful to
prayer. Before the five required daily prayers, a muezzin calls the worshippers to prayer from
the minaret. In many countries like Singapore where Muslims are not the majority, mosques are
stopped from loudly playing the call to prayer. The main problem is the use of electronic
amplification of the call, which is now widely used by mosques. The domes were often placed
directly above the main prayer hall. They represent the universe that Allah created. At first,
these domes were small. They only took up a small part of the roof near the mihrab. Later, they
took the whole roof above the prayer hall. Domes normally have the shape of a hemisphere.
Some mosques have several domes, as well as the main large dome. The other domes are often
smaller. Domes would help the imam be heard, as the sound waves would bounce in and then
out of the dome making the voice louder. All mosques have a prayer hall, which is also called
musalla. Normally, there is no furniture in it except for prayer mats or rugs. These are
necessary, as Islamic prayer is usually done kneeling. Some mosques have Arabic calligraphy
and Qur'anic verses on the walls to help worshipers focus on the beauty of Islam and its holiest
book, the Qur'an , as well as for decoration. The qiblah wall is usually at the other side of the
entrance to the prayer hall. This wall is specially decorated. In a properly sited mosque, it will be
set perpendicular to a line leading to Mecca. People pray in rows parallel to the qiblah wall. They
arrange themselves so they face Mecca. In the qiblah wall, usually at its center, is the mihrab , a
niche or depression showing the direction of Mecca. The mihrab serves as the place where the
imam leads the five daily prayers. All people must wash themselves before they pray. Mosques

often have fountains or other facilities for washing in their entrances or courtyards, so that
people can perform the washing ritual before prayer. At very small mosques, worshippers may
use restrooms for their ritual washing, or wu'du. In traditional mosques, there is often a building
specially for washing. This is often in the center of the courtyard. In the prayer halls, people
must not wear shoes for much the same reason. Modern mosques should appeal to the
community they serve. For this reason, other facilities may also be available at the mosque, like
health clinics , libraries , and sports halls. There may be decorative tiles , plaster or coloured
mosaics on the walls. There are no pictures or statues. Adult Muslims are expected to pray five
times a day. Most mosques have formal prayers for each of these times. If performing the prayer
is difficult, for example for ill people, then exceptions are made. Mosques also hold a special
prayer service, called jumuah. This is done once a week. It is a form of Sabbath and replaces the
Friday prayers at the mosque. Daily prayers can be done anywhere. However, Muslims are
expected to do their Friday prayer at the mosque. When a Muslim dies, a funeral prayer is
normally held. It is held outdoors in a courtyard or square close to the mosque. The prayers
have all the worshippers present, including the imam, taking part. During eclipses , mosques
will host special prayers called eclipse prayers. There are two large holidays Eids in the Islamic
calendar. During these days, there are special prayers at mosques in the morning. Larger
mosques will normally hold them for their own communities as well as the people from smaller
local mosques. Mosques, especially those in countries where Muslims are the majority, will also
host Eid prayers outside in courtyards or town squares. There are many events in Ramadan ,
Islam's holiest month. During Ramadan , Muslims must fast during the day. Mosques organise
iftar dinners after sunset. These are done after the fourth required prayer of the day. Part of the
food is given by members of the community, which creates nightly potluck dinners. The
community contribution to these dinners is required. For this reason, mosques with smaller
communities may not be able to hold the iftar dinners daily. Some mosques will also hold meals
in the morning before dawn. Mosques will often invite poorer members of the community to
these meals. Islam sees giving charity during Ramadan as good acts. Larger mosques
sometimes offer special, optional prayers. They are done after the last required prayer of the
day. It can last for up to two hours. Sometimes, several such people not necessarily of the local
community take turns to do this. During the last ten days of Ramadan, larger mosques will host
all-night programs to observe Laylat al-Qadr. It is the night Muslims believe that the Islamic
prophet Muhammad first received Qur'anic revelations. On that night, between sunset and
sunrise , mosques employ speakers to teach the worshipers about Islam. Mosques or the
community usually provide meals at times through the night. During the late twentieth century,
more and more mosques have been used for political purposes. Modern-day mosques in the
Western world want to educate good citizens. The details differ greatly from mosque to mosque
and from country to country. Countries with small Muslim populations use mosques as a way to
support civic participation. They are more likely to do this than Muslim-majority countries of the
Greater Middle East. American mosques host voter registration and civic participation drives. In
the United States, Muslims are often immigrants , or the children of immigrants. Mosques want
to interest these people for politics. They also want to keep them informed about issues that
concern the Muslim community. People who attend the services at the mosque regularly are
more likely to take part in protests , to sign petitions , and to involve themselves in political
matters. A link between political views and mosque attendance can still be seen in other parts
of the world. After the al-Askari Mosque bombing in February , imams and other Islamic leaders
used mosques and Friday prayers to call for calm and peace during the widespread violence.
Like other places of worship, mosques can be at the center of social conflicts. Babri Mosque
was the centre of such a conflict up until the early s when it was demolished. Before a solution
could be found, the mosque was destroyed by about , Hindus. It took place on 6 December The
mosque was built by Babur to mark the birthplace of Ram. It was believed to be on a site of an
earlier Hindu temple. The conflict over the mosque was directly linked to rioting in Bombay
present-day Mumbai as well as bombings in that killed people. In February , a bombing
seriously damaged Iraq's al-Askari Mosque. This increased the existing tensions. The conflict
between two Muslim groups in Iraq had already led to other bombings. However mosque
bombings are not limited to Iraq. In June , a suicide bomber killed at least 19 people at an
Afghan mosque. In April , there were two explosions at India 's Jama Masjid. After the
September 11 attacks , several American mosques were targets of attacks. These ranged from
simple vandalism to arson. There were similar attacks in the United Kingdom after the 7 July
London bombings. The attacks involved hundreds of Israelis angry at Arabs for a previous
attack. Saudi involvement in building mosques around the world only goes back to the s. In the
s, the Saudi Arabian government began to pay for the building of mosques in countries around
the world. Ain al-Yaqeen , a Saudi newspaper, reported in that Saudi money may have helped to

build as many as 1, mosques and 2, other Islamic centers. Saudi citizens have also given a lot of
money to mosques in the Islamic world, especially in countries where they see Muslims as poor
and oppressed. Following the fall of the Soviet Union , in , mosques in Afghanistan received
money from Saudi citizens. In a mosque, people should keep focused on worshiping Allah. For
this reason, there are a number of rules about the correct behaviour in a mosque. Some of these
rules are the same all over the world, such as no shoes should be worn in the prayer hall. Other
rules are different from mosque to mosque. It is generally seen as good to have someone who
leads the prayers, though this is not strictly necessary. The person who usually leads the
prayers is called imam. He must be a free and honest man. He should also be an authority when
it comes to answering questions on religion. In mosques that were built or that are kept up by
the government, the imam is selected by the ruler. In private mosques, the community selects
the imam, through majority voting. Only men may lead prayers for men. Women are allowed to
lead prayers for congregations where there are only women. In addition to washing, there are
other rules that also apply to those who enter the mosque, even if they do not wish to pray
there. It is forbidden to wear shoes in the carpeted area of the prayer hall. Some mosques also
do not allow wearing shoes in other parts, even though these may not be devoted to praying.
Islam requires that its believers wear clothes that show modesty. As a result, both men and
women must follow this rule when they attend a mosque though mosques may not always
enforce the rules. Men are supposed to come to the mosque wearing loose and clean clothes
that do not show the shape of the body. Similarly, women who come to the mosque are
expected to wear loose clothing, shirts, pants that cover to the wrists and ankles and cover their
heads such as with a hijab. Many Muslims, regardless of their ethnic background, wear Middle
eastern clothing associated with Arabic Islam to special occasions and prayers at mosques.
Mosques are places of worship. For this reason, those inside the mosque should be respectful
to those who are praying. Loud talking or discussion of topics that could be disrespectful, is
forbidden in areas where people are praying. It is also considered as rude to walk in front of
Muslims in prayer or otherwise disturb them. Islamic law requires men and women to be
separated in the prayer hall. Ideally, women should pray behind men. The second caliph Umar at
one time stopped women from attending mosques, especially at night, because he feared they
may be teased by males, so he made them to pray at home. Sometimes a special part of the
mosque was railed off for women; for example, the governor of Mecca in had ropes tied
between the columns to make a separate place for women. Many mosques today will put the
women behind a barrier or partition or in another room. Mosques in South and Southeast Asia
put men and women in separate rooms, as the divisions were built into them centuries ago. In
nearly two-thirds of American mosques, women pray behind partitions or in separate areas, not
in the main prayer hall; some mosques do not admit women at all. Although there are sections
only for women and children, the Grand Mosque in Mecca is desegregated. A few scholars of
Islamic law believe that non-Muslims may be allowed into mosques, as long as they do not
sleep or eat there. Followers of the Maliki school of Islamic jurisprudence disagree. They say
that non-Muslims may not be allowed into mosques at all. Different countries have different
opinions on the question. Nearly all the mosques in the Arabian Peninsula as well as Morocco
do not allow non-Muslims. Likewise, the Masjid al-Nabawi and the city of Medina that surrounds
it are also off-limits to those who do not practice Islam. For mosques in other areas, it has most
commonly been taken that non-Muslims may only enter mosques if granted permission to do so
by Muslims and if they have a proper reason. In modern Turkey non-Muslim tourists are allowed
to enter any mosque, but must obey the rules of decorum. Visiting a mosque is allowed only
between prayers; visitors must wear long trousers and take off their shoes; women must cover
their heads; no photos; no loud talk is allowed. No references to other religions are allowed no
crosses on necklaces, no cross gestures etc. However, there are also many other places in the
west as well as the Islamic world where non-Muslims are welcome to enter mosques. Most
mosques in the United States , for example, report receiving non-Muslim visitors every month.
Many Mosques throughout the United States welcome non-Muslims as a sign of openness to
the rest of the community and to encourage conversions to Islam. Dogs are usually banned
from entering mosques, but on 24 September , the Muslim Law Council UK made special ruling,
called a fatwa , which granted a blind Muslim permission to take his guide dog into the mosque.
It is common for a smaller mosque to serve as a hostel for Muslims on haj pilgrimage to Mecca.
Sometimes mosques are used for refugees , or as temporary homes for homeless people.
Obligations to neighbours in Islam are very strict, and specific. In the Qur'an Mohammed pbuh
said that a person who helps others in the hour of need, and who helps the oppressed; that
person God will help on the Day of Travail agony. There are other commands, such as helping
the poor and being nice to people. An important part of being Muslim, or just being part of the
mosque, is taking care of people who need help. A mosque is a social, as well as a religious,

group. A madrassa is a little different from a mosque. A madrassa focuses on teaching Islam,
usually to children and young people. When Spain was under Muslim control, some of the most
beautiful buildings were mosques. After , Spain was under Christian control. However, the
Christians did not tear down the mosques. They simply put a crucifix in them to make them into
churches. These mosques influenced the Renaissance architecture way of building in Europe.
The Great Mosque of Xi'an incorporates traditional elements of Chinese architecture. The Jama
Masjid in Delhi is India 's largest mosque, and a classic example of the Mughal style of
architecture. The Hagia Sophia in Istanbul , Turkey , was converted into a mosque after the
Ottoman conquest of Constantinople in The hypostyle prayer hall in the Great Mosque of
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to as the masjid is a familiar sight in most parts of the world. No matter what country or era, the
mosque is built in it is always renowned for its unique architecture and noble ambiance. In
addition due to the sweeping nature of globalization most people know that the mosque is a
house of worship; the place where the Muslim faithful offer prayer. But the mosque is much
more than that. From the beginning it always fulfilled many needs and God willing it will
continue to do so until the end of time as we know it. However in his book, published in , The
Life of Mahomet, he described the role of the mosque in Muslim society quite brilliantly. From
the description, even from a man such as this, we are able to see that the mosque was always
meant to be more than a place of prayer. Here, the Prophet and his Companions spent most of
their time; here, the daily service, with its oft-recurring prayers was first publicly established;
and here, the great congregation assembled every Friday, listening with reverence and awe to
messages from Heaven. Here, the Prophet planned his victories; here he received embassies
from vanquished and contrite tribes; and from hence issued edictsâ€¦ " [1]. From that moment
the mosque became a focal point of any Islamic city. It became a place of worship, a meeting
place, an educational institute, a place of social activities and a place of rest. The mosque

became the centre of ritual, social, political and cultural life. There is however one function the
mosque does not fulfil - it is forbidden to engage in business or trading transactions within the
mosque confines. Although business could not be conducted in the mosque, towns and
villages complete with markets and merchants would often be built around the mosque. This
was due to the mosque being the centre of daily life. Prayers were conducted five times a day
and the local people would hear the latest news both through the sermons and groups that
gathered in and outside the mosque. Throughout the history of Islam the mosque has played a
major role in the spread of Islam and the education of the Muslims. Wherever Islam took hold,
mosques were established and basic education began. Mosques taught the people men,
women, boys and girls not only to recite the Quran and understand Islamic rulings but to read,
write and form opinions and debate. Education via the mosques follows the tradition
established by Prophet Muhammad. Learning ilm , by which is meant the whole world of the
intellect, engaged the interest of Muslims more than anythingâ€¦ The life that evolved in the
mosques spread outward to put its mark upon influential circles everywhere. It is considered by
many to be the oldest university in the world. There were three separate libraries containing
books on subjects such as religion, science, intellect, and languages. Not only were mosques
the perfect location for education, they also housed the Islamic court system. Judges and
jurists would meet the daily legal needs of the community as well as delivered legal opinions,
and conducted research. Due to very little bureaucracy, the court system was efficient and for
the most part plaintiffs and defendants represented themselves. Legal interpretation was left up
to the judge who would strive to make decisions based on the Quran and the authentic Sunnah.
In many places throughout the rapidly expanding Muslim world the mosque became the source
of water. Islam requires believers to perform ritual washing before prayer thus the mosque
courtyard has traditionally contained water fountains. The decorative effect of water became
central to Islamic architecture thus intricate and decorative pools and fountains can be found
across the Islamic world and Andalusia. The Sultan Ahmed mosque in Istanbul Turkey and the
Mosque of Cordoba in Spain contain splendid examples of the decorative effect of water. Wells
and fountains in mosques cleanse the body and cool the air and in times past supplied water to
the local community. The mosque is the cornerstone of the Muslim community. They were
rarely used as places solely for prayer but served as community centres. People went to the
mosque for education both religious and secular, to settle disputes and visit the library. They
went to the mosque to pray, and to rest in secure and quiet gardens and buildings. Mosques
were places of rest for the poor and destitute. Mosques traditionally distributed food and
clothing to the needy. They taught countless generations how to read and memorise the Quran
and other Islamic sciences. The mosque was the meeting place and the source of news in times
of trouble and strife. In short the mosque was the centre of the Muslim society. Do mosques still
perform these functions? What is the role of the mosque in the 21 st century? We will answer
these questions and more in part 2. As we learned in Part 1, from the beginning of Islamic
history the mosque was the cornerstone of the Muslim community. It was not established
simply as a house of prayer. It is easy to arrive at this conclusion because God gave the nation
of Muhammad a unique gift. The majority of the globe, with very few exceptions, is a place of
prayer. Buildings, specific monuments and mosques, are not required to fulfill this need. The
Prophet Muhammad, may the mercy and blessings of God be upon him, said:. Therefore one
would assume that the mosque is more than just a sheltered area to pray in. It is of course, and
we must not overlook this, a place where Muslims, irrespective of their race or ethnicity, gather
together 5 times per day. This conveys a subtle message about the importance of staying
together, united as one nation of Muslims. Unity is particularly important in the 21 st century
because more than ever before the Muslim nation is disunited and spread throughout the globe.
But time and circumstance both have the habit of making small changes and small changes
happened to the role of the mosque as history swept forward. As communities in Muslim
nations became bigger, more than one well was required, more than one school, more than one
marketplace and more than one mosque. In fact mosques were seemingly built on every corner
but many of them became little more than places of prayer. The larger mosques continued to
fulfil their various functions so in Muslim countries the mosque will often serve the same
purpose for which it was established nearly years ago. Things are different in the West however,
while Muslims might have their own shopping areas, restaurants and schools these are not the
places that traditionally give and maintain a Muslim sense of identity. That place is the local
mosque. It is in the mosque that a Muslim keeps his spirituality alive, strengthens the bond with
his Creator, meets and communicates with his fellow Muslims and renews his sense of
belonging. Sadly many mosques currently serve as places of worship, for breaking the fast
during Ramadan, and little else. However if mosques throughout the world reverted to their
traditional purpose and place in Muslim society they could bring about great social change and

influence non-Muslims to rethink the predominating views of Islam prevalent today. To be the
heart of a vibrant Muslim society mosques need to face the challenges brought about by the
globalisation and growth of the 21 st century. First and foremost is the challenge of offering a
welcoming atmosphere. To perform a useful function in the Muslim society mosques of the 21
st century need to throw the front door open to all sections of society, just as the first mosque
did. Women, mothers with young children, the elderly, the youth, the poor and disenfranchised
and non-Muslims interested in Islam should find the mosque a welcoming place. The mosque
and its surrounds typically referred to in the West as the Islamic centre could house such
facilities as a cafeteria, a sports facility most particularly for the youth, a library with computers
and internet, classrooms, halal food store, and a child minding centre so that men and women
can enjoy the educational and sports facilities without worrying about their children. The
mosque could distribute aid to the poor and the needy. It should be a welcoming place for all
Muslims, and all those interested in finding out about Muslims and Islam. Throughout the
Muslim world many mosques have become tourist attractions. They are known for their
beautiful and often ground breaking architecture but sadly those most frequently visited by
tourists are no longer houses of prayer. The innumerable small mosques located in every
neighbourhood in many Asian and Middle Eastern countries are uninviting to non-Muslims,
tourists and women alike. In larger cities cultural and Islamic centres have been built
specifically targeting the needs of non-Muslims. The needs of Muslims are often met by Zakat
foundations and other charity organisations. Gone are the days when small mosque
communities looked after each other. This is true throughout the western world too. We have all
seen the signs that relegate women to back entrances and many non-Muslims have kept
walking when confronted by groups of men standing outside mosque entrances. In their
research for the documentary film Unmosqued the film makers found some unsettling statistics
about the mosques in America. Mosques they found are under-financed and understaffed. It
appears then that the challenges for the mosque in the 21 st century, in both the Muslim and
western spheres is to make the mosque a more inclusive space. In the time of Prophet
Muhammad it was not unusual for the homeless to sleep in the mosque whilst matters of state
were discussed in an area close by. Sadly nowadays some mosques are locked up between
prayer times. A great example of a 21 st century mosque blending tradition with modernity is
the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque Centre opened in in the United Arab Emirates. It is managed
according to the most modern standards and its collections and features include a state of the
art library equipped with modern facilities for the development of research and knowledge.
Cultural and social events are organized and these include seminars, lectures, exhibitions,
courses for teaching the Quran, Islamic architecture, Arabic calligraphy and Arabic syntax, as
well as competitions on Quran recitation and the call to prayer. The mosque, in the traditional
spirit, reflects an informed understanding of religions based on respect, stemming from the
belief that Islam is a religion of tolerance and love. The Mosque is a welcoming, humanitarian
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